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Neutrinos oscillate（only proven new 
physics in particle physics）

1998（SuperK）

Precise neutrino oscillation parameters？

Absolute neutrino mass？

Neutrino mass origin？

Dirac or Majorana nature？

Relation to matter-antimatter asymmetry？

more unknowns...

Good portal to more new physics

SM is definitely not the end 
story

About neutrinos

neutrinos

Astronomy

Cosmology

nuclear 
physics

particle 
physics
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Not sensitive to
absolute neutrino 

mass

Precise measurement era
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Cosmology

0ν2β

Future:
JUNO, DUNE
CDEX, PandaX-III, 
NνDEx, CUPID，
TRIDENT， 
PTOLEMY...

Nuclear physics
Particle physics

Matter antimatter asymmetry

Precise measurement era



  7Formulas (minimal type-I seesaw) 

minimal Type-I seesaw
NMO, [1,4] meV
IMO, [15, 50]  meV

Mass dependent nuclear matrix element (NME)

Agostini et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 2023



  8NME of light neutrinos



  9NME of heavy neutrinos



  10NME of light neutrinos

 CDFT biggest
 dQRPA smallest
 different NME 

ratios between   
different isotopes  



  11NME of heavy neutrinos

 CDFT/ISM biggest
 IBM-2/dQRPA 

smallest
 different NME 

ratios between   
different isotopes  



  12Mass-dependent NME

 dQRPA: Numerical 
calculation

 Others: interpolation 
with two extreme values

 dQRPA: agrees with 
ISM for light νs and 
tends to be consistent 
with CDFT for heavy νs

 In light neutrino mass 
theNME from dQRPA 
model is smaller than 
that of the IBM-2 model, 
and in heavy neutrino 
mass the reverse 
applies.



  13Parameter space of meff

 gA=1, Argonne src

 Some parameter 
space can be very 
easily/hardly 
excluded by 
current/future 0ν2β 
experiments

 The NMO/IMO can 
be very different 
and δ14 matters

NMO

IMO



  14Parameter space of meff



  15∆�� functions of inverse half-life



  16∆�� functions of meff

gA=1, Argonne src



  17The upper limit of meff



  18Half-life relations of different isotopes

gA=1.27, CD-bonn src

0ν2β half life 
• meff value
• NME value



  19Current limits (M1 & |Re1|2)  

 3σ C.L
 Gray regions：

excluded regions 
in the case of 
CDFT model

 Different choices 
of parameters 
and models are 
scanned (not as 
Guassian) 

 Both the 0ν2β-
decay and 
oscillation data 
are used

 The IMO case is 
similar

 The peak shape
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 The IMO case is 
similar

 The NME hierarchy 
changes with 
neutrino mass

Current limits (M1 & M2)  



  21Constraints from other probes 

Bolton, Deppisch, Bhupap Dev，JHEP 2020

Faessler,Kovalenko,Simkovic, PRD2014

 3+1case: similar to the case M2 ≫ M1

 0ν2β data provide strongest limits in 
the mass range considered here 



  22Future sensitivities 

Assumed number events

Assuming no positive 0ν2β signal is observed, 
Leading to sensitivities independent of true NME model 

T=10 yr



  23Future sensitivities (M1 & |Re1|2)

 The NMO case

 More parameter 
space can be 
tested 
compared the 
current 
experiments



  24Future sensitivities (M1 & |Re1|2)

 The IMO case

 Much more 
parameter space are 
expected to exclude 
than NMO case due 
to zero positive 
0ν2β signal 
assumed

 By assuming 
enough positive 
0ν2β signal, 
possible to 
discriminate NME 
calculations and

    more parameter 
    space can be
    excluded in the
    NMO case



  25Future sensitivities (M1 & M2)

The NMO case



  26Future sensitivities (M1 & M2)

 The IMO case

 The wide pink 
region in the 
upper left panel:

     mainly diffrent   
     δ14 values



  27Conclusions  

Comparison of  mass dependent NMEs in different 
nuclear models

Derivation of limits and sensitivities on the parameter 
space  of minimal type-I seesaw from current and future 
0ν2β experiments

Highlight of the entanglements between new physics 
exploration and NME calculation

Possible discrimination of different NME calculations in 
this framework is on-going. 
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Thank you for your attention!
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